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Weekly status update (info from this week's worth of meetings in no particular order): 

 Looks like stroke center is going full-steam with a goal of becoming a stroke center as 
soon as February. 

 We are working diligently to update the list of guidelines and policies. Look for some info 
soon. A lot of work is going into them to put them in one accessible location and have 
them updated and correct. 

 Through multiple requests from staff and a just culture investigation finding, we are going 
to modify protocols so they can be printed and we will work on getting a hard-copy in each 
ambulance again that will have to be maintained. The master protocols and most up-to-
date will still remain online, though. 

 One of the two F-shifts are starting up next week, probably. 
 Please be diligent about calling into your dispatch center (if your dispatch tracks you) 

when you go on duty and off duty. 
 Hermitage is going online to start scanning PCS and face sheets into ESO as soon as IS 

gets it set up. After they are up for a while, we will add a scanner in Bolivar and add that 
station to do the same. 

 The Materials Management templates have been worked on by a group of people putting 
a lot of effort into them and will be sent to MM soon to go live. 

 Finishing up the approvals for the ventilator protocol. All the bugs have been worked out 
and it is ready to go. 

 If you are interested in protocol or equipment committees, let me know. Dates have been 
set for the next meetings and those on the committees will be getting an email invite 
tomorrow. 

 We are working on the specs and ordering another ambulance that has been approved for 
us to move ahead with. 

 

https://app.slack.com/team/U01028LB83W
https://cmhems.slack.com/archives/C0100AQB666/p1603923805069100

